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Abstract
This paper seeks to explain the principles behind the selection and presentation of collocations in the Oxford
Collocations Diclionaryfor students ofEnglish (May 2002). It argues for a pragmatic and fairly wide-ranging
definition of collocation for the purposes of the dictionary, based firmly on the needs of the user. Thus,
frequency was an important guide, but so were the ideas users were thought likely to want to express.
Judgements were not made as to the 'predictability' ofparticular word combinations. The noun is taken to be
the basic unit ofphrase-building, although verbs and adjectives are also given due attention. Idioms are largely
excluded. The presentation of the collocations in the dictionary is designed to make selection of the best
collocate by the user as intuitive as possible. Where possible, grammar is 'pre^ligesteď, with collocates
presented in the form in which they are most likely to be used. Collocates are grouped (but not labelled)
according to semantic categories. The aim was to make the dictionary accessible not only to keen linguists, but
to aII who wish to improve their writing in English, whether interested in the mechanics ofthe language or not.

Introduction
There are two important challenges facing the publisher ofa collocations dictionary. One is
how to make such a dictionary in the first place. This task may be further broken down into
the twin problems of how to select the material to include and how to present it once it is
selected. The second challenge is how to persuade people to buy the dictionary once it is
published. This paper chiefly concerns the first challenge, but as it is necessary for a
publisher to keep in mind the needs ofthe end-user at all times during the dictionary-making
process, occasional reference will be made to the second.

Selection ofMaterial
It is not the purpose of this paper to rehearse the reasons why collocation is important and
why a good collocations dictionary is greatly to be desired (although these things are by no
means so obvious to the upper-intermediate learner of English, nor even, necessarily, to that
student's teacher). However, it is necessary to recognize that, in spite ofconsiderable debate
on the topic, there still seems to be no real consensus as to what exactly collocation is. It is
generally agreed that collocation concerns word combinations that are restricted in some
way, but still transparent as to meaning. But how restricted do they need to be? And how
transparent? A dictionary publisher need not claim to have the definitive answers to these
questions in order to produce a dictionary (or the dictionary would never get written at all);
but a successful dictionary will nonetheless carry with it a certain air ofauthority. Moreover,
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it is necessary to be quite definitive in deciding what collocation is for the purposes of the
dictionary (or again, it will never get written): any given word combination must either be
included or not. To include a word combination is necessarily to call it a collocation in some
sort, although to exclude it is not necessarily to say that it is not. In deciding what to include
in this dictionary, the approach taken was pragmatic. Three basic questions were asked: Is
this a typical use of language? Might a user of this dictionary want to express this idea?
Would they look up this entry to find out how?
Methodology: Corpus Concordances and Collocation Profiles
The first question (Is this a typical use of language?) required that all the col|ocations be
drawn from reliable data. The main source used was the 100 million word British National
Corpus. Exploring this with Keyword in Context (KWIC) concordancing tools,
supplemented by T and Mi scores, compilers of the dictionary were able to check how
frequently any given combination occurred, in how many (and what kind of) sources, and in
what particular contexts. Figure 1 shows an extract from a concordance for the noun 'mist'.
The lines have been sorted according to the word to the left ofthe keyword.
were up early next morning. A heavy
arounđ her blearily through the heavy
sun was beginning to pierce the heavy
the banquet ended. Outside a heavy
which, blurred with rain and heavy
Sick Fund, <p_4> Despite the heavy
the soldiers were shrouded in a heavy
She moved to the door and through her
clammy hands. It was rather a horrid
sound of Man. Hootings and shouts, hot
had stopped now but an illuminating
of the mountain periodically hidden in
vertically plunging forest, wreathed in
vice versa, as you put it. The train, in
continued. Flakstad was drowning in
Ahead of them lay the Nile, bathed in
<p_64> "It's no worse than driving in
into the building. She seemed haloed in
hut was like a dark capsule afloat in
a field of clover were knee-deep in
The riverbanks were wreathed in
The moon, at its full, was swathed in
grey, a scattering of houses shrouded in
lookeđ like a ruined city, shrouded in
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had fallen, drowning the countryside in
that filleđ the wood. Everything was
. "Like the professional assassin you
obscured everything, and the departing
, presented a uniform greyness. "Yet
nearly 40 walkers assembled at St
, suiting their purpose perfectly, <p_82>
of pain, Nina saw Joe standing outside,
; you felt as if it might be concealing
and lights .~ and I was numb with fear.
seemed to fill the room with a white
, but as the sun set we had a magnificent
, and for the most part deathly quiet
, was unable to stop in time. The rail, backlit from the northern sky.
, like, a white sea; behind them lay the
, " I said, to comfort him, though in fact
, hair wet and tendrilled, clothes drip. She walked round and lifted one of the
. Their voices across the water were
. The banana groves and the guava
. Out of the stillness, a lone nightingale
. Suddenly, I see a boat weaving its way
. <p_l05> The top of the hill was empty

Figure 1 : from the BNC Concordance for 'mist', Sorted Left
From this it is easy to pick out 'heavy' as an adjective collocate. Sorting right (see Figure 2)
gives nearly as clear a picture of verbs that immediately follow the keyword. In this section
ofthe concordance, 'come down', 'clear' and 'cling' can be picked out.
Harder to distinguish are collocates, particularly verbs, that appear in other positions in
relation to the keyword. Kilgarriff & Tugwell [2001] have described their 'Word Sketch'
program which extracts collocations from a corpus for use in lexicography. Our corpus
engineer developed a similar collocation profiling program, which was able to pick out
collocations in particular categories, much as they are listed in the dictionary (see Figure 3).
These 'collocations' are of course no more than words occurring near the keyword in
significant numbers, in the relation specified. The lexicographer still needs to analyse the
data and accept or reject individual items: in the case of prepositions, many of these co820
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occurrences were deemed to be coincidental and not really collocational at all. Only 'through
the mist', 'in/into the mist' and 'mist over something' were deemed to be significant.
Dalseattie, which was nice until the
days save when heavy rain, snow, or
as he climbed higher, a thick damp
there was a night, long ago now, when a
to be raised, <p_86> "Then the
of the clinging mist, <p_64> "Such a
bikers, <p_39> But beware! Dartmoor
been sliced off; when it's cloaked in a
whispering seed and the tenuous
reminded her of Japanese paintings. The
are frequently enveloped in cloud and
Hill. As we slowly descended, the
up." <p_l0> They waited while the
the thick, creamy crest and the rainbow
seaward. The weather helped. The early
come up above the eastern ridge and the
him, but he skips backwards, and as the
to be firing their weapons. Suddenly the
Derry Morning </hl> <poem> <1> The
icy fields, furrows of water, leaves of
way through the shadows of a forest,
just risen above the mountain. Then the
There was low cloud, white drifts of
whistler's statement that when evening
Down towards Lyndhurst. The ground
crept over me. The sky was grey, and
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came down and began to make us rather
came down like a curtain over everycame down and covered everything,
came in off the sea,- we slept uneasily
came nearer until it reached a man and
came that grim morning and with it a
can blanket everything, and some of the
cap, you can almost imagine a conecast a sheen of silver. . PP The oak trees
changed to a warm pink and began to
characterized by very low pH values
cleared a little, and we found ourselves
cleared a little in the valley, and the
cleared from my eyes that I finally gave
cleared to a fine October day, and there
clear like drifting smoke. Out of sight
clears I see <page=145> his eyes blazclears and we are now in a clearing. I
clears and the cavities <1> Glow black
clinging to the metal branches of the rig
cloaking the branches of the trees
closed in again thicker than ever.
close down on the ice. But yes, I think I
clothes the riverside with poetry, as with
clung closely to the hedgerows,
clung to the tops of the cliffs. Being late

Figure 2: from the BNC Concordance for 'mist', Sorted Right
The verbs do appear much more clearly here, whether they occur in some position to the left
or right of the keyword, or immediately before a preposition before the keyword. This is
particularly useful for a word like 'mist' where formulations such as 'shrouded in mist' and
Most in the mist' are among the most significant collocations. The 'Compound Nouns'
section gives nouns that can premodify 'mist' (grouped with adjectives in the dictionary).
Figure 4 shows the dictionary entry for mist. The correspondence with the collocation profile
can be clearly seen.
Frequency as a Guide to Selecting Collocations
The emphasis on the typical led to a fairly inclusive approach in terms of the perceived
'strength' ofcollocations. The aim was to give the full range - from the strongest and most
restricted (wax lyrical, eloquent), through the slightly less fixed (attach importance,
significance, value, weight to something) to the fairly open (great, considerable, critical,
enormous, fundamental, etc. importance: this list is by no means exhaustive, but it is
ultimately finite and it would not sound right, for example, to say *big importance or *large
importance). The dictionary does include a number of items that are so fixed that they might
properly be called compounds: examples are grey area and learning curve;
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Adjectives
thick (35)
grey (20)
white (24)
early (26)
fine (15)
red (14)
heavy (13)
thin (11)
faint (8)
dense (6)
slight (6)
dark (7)

b4 LHS prep
shroud (21)
lose (17)
vanish (9)
disappear (9)
wreathe (7)
peer(7)
loom (6)
hide (7)
veil (5)
shine (5)
emerge (6)
cloak (4)

LHS prep
through (98)
into (68)
above (4)
in (215)
from (29)
over(4)
by (30)
up (6)
with (31)
of(193)
at (8)

RHS prep
over (47)
across (11)
above (11)
down (19)
off(13)
around (9)
through (8)
into (17)
before (8)
up (17)
from (44)

LHS verb
shroud (21)
swirl (15)
lose (19)
vanish (10)
loom (8)
disappear (9)
peer(8)
wreathe (7)
cloak (6)
descend (6)
shine (6)
hide (7)
obscure (5)
roll (6)

RHS verb
hang (19)
drift (13)
cling (11)
rise (18)
swirl (10)
lie (14)
obscure (8)
shroud (7)
clear (14)
roll (8)
hide (6)
hover (4)
lift (6)
come (20)

And/Or
rain (19)
cloud (17)
fog (10)
drizzle (4)
smoke (4)

Compound Ns
morning mist (37)
sea mist (13)
autumn mist (6)
dawn mist (4)
evening mist (7)

PPOF
tear (5)
sleep (4)
time (19)

Figure 3: from the Collocation Profile for 'mist', noun
'grey' and 'curve' only take on the meanings they have here in these particular
combinations. Nonetheless, these items are not only relatively frequent, they might well be
sought by the learner, looking up the entry for 'area', say, in search ofamore idiomatic way
ofexpressing the idea 'uncertain area': the learner is not to know that the most appropriate
expression is so idiomatic that it qualifies as a compound, and the distinction may not
therefore be very useful.
Such examples as these aside, however, it is important to observe that in general the most
frequent collocations are not the most fixed. Intuitively, one can see that this makes good
sense: words which have such great restrictions on their use tend not to be used so often in
themselves. Frequent words are more frequent because they can combine with more different
words. Wax lyrical is certainly no less a collocation than great importance, but it is less
frequent and is probably less useful to the learner, who may need to understand it if he
encounters it, but is unlikely to suffer much from not being able to produce it. On this
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mist noun
• ADJ. dense, heavy, thick A heavy mist rolted over the
fieMs. | faint, fine, light, slight, thin | dark, grey, red,
white There was a red mist infront ofhis eyes. | dawn,
even\ng,mom\nganearlymorningmist | autumn | sea
• VERB + MiST be cloaked in, be covered in, be
shrouded in, be wreathed in The harbour was covered in
a thick mist. | disappear into, vanish in/into The little
town had vanished in the mist. | emerge from, loom out
oiA kirgefigure loomed out ofthe mist. | break through,
shine through Soon the sun wouUl break through the
mist. | peer into/through | be lost in figurative) The
origins ofMorris dancing are lost in the mists oftime.
• MiST + VERB hang,hover,neAfaintmisthungover
the valley. | come down, descend When the mist comes
down it comes quickly and covers everything. | clear, lift
The mist had cteared by mid-morning. | drift, float, rise,
roll, swirl A grey mistfloated towards us. o a swirling mist
o a thin mist risingfrom the river | cling to sth Early
morning mist still clung to the holtows. | fill sth | cover
sth, hide sth, obscure sth, shroud sth A white mist obscured the top ofthe hill.
• PREP, in/into the ~ It was hard to make out thepath in
the mist, through the - The cottage was scarcely visible
throughthemist. \ ~overthemistoverthelake
• PHRASES a curtain/veil of mist
Figure 4: the Entry for 'mist', noun, from the Oxford Collocations Dictionary
broad definition ofcollocation, the vast majority ofcollocations in the language fall into the
'slightly less fixed/fairly open' categories, what Hill [2000] has called 'medium-strength'
collocations. As Hill observes, it is the acquisition of these medium-strength collocations
that is the real key to greater fluency for the intermediate learner. The Collocations
Dictionary is intended as an aid to fluency, a dictionary for encoding rather than decoding.
Wax lyrical is included, but will probably be ofinterest only to more advanced students. Wax
sentimental, with only two citations in 100 million words, was not felt to be important
enough: this is not to say that it is not a collocation, only that it is not particularly useful to
the foreign learner ofEnglish.
Benson [1985] has argued that word combinations which, though frequent, are also
'predictable' are not worthy of inclusion in a collocations dictionary: the purpose of such a
dictionary is to give those idiosyncratic combinations which a learner cannot be expected to
predict. But how is the lexicographer to predict which combinations learners will find
predictable, particularly learners from different linguistic and cultural backgrounds? Is see a
doctor [Benson 1988] - not the most literal meaning of 'see' - as easy to formulate for
Japanese students as Benson claims it is for Europeans? Nakamoto [1992] argues that it is
not. Research carried out with Japanese high school and junior college students confirmed
Nakamoto's hunch that items considered 'predictable' would nonetheless present problems
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for the students. Nakamoto argues fairly convincingly for 'typicality' rather than
'unpredictability' as the central characteristic of collocation. This is not to say that all
frequently co-occurring items must be collocation: buy a car is certainly frequent, but the
range ofthings one can buy is so varied, and 'buy' - unlike 'see' in its see a doctor sense such a basic and unmarked word, that it does become both impractical and unnecessary to
list it. But caution needs to be exercised in deciding just what learners can construct for
themselves from a knowledge ofgrammar and vocabulary alone.
It has also been observed (by the anonymous referee ofthis paper) that 'many collocations
that spring to a native-speaker mind are not necessarily fřequenť. This is certainly true, and
the lexicographer's intuition comes into play, spotting items that one might have expected to
find but that the corpus does not show in any significant numbers. But it is rare for any really
significant gaps in the data to need plugging in this way. What learners of English really
need to know are the collocations that native speakers actually use, in the course of writing
and speaking on any subject but collocation; not necessarily what 'springs to mind' when a
native-speaker is asked to name a collocation. The latter exercise will tend to produce
results from the 'strong and restricted' end of the collocation spectrum: as we have seen,
these are generally interesting, but not always the most useful kind of collocation for the
learner. Casual observation suggests (and some hard research would be welcome here) that
collocation is often perceived, by linguists, educators and learners, as a question of'getting it
right' as opposed to 'getting it wrong'. Why is it right to say sour milk, rotten eggs and
rancid butter but not *rotten butter or *sour eggs [Fontenelle 1994]? Such examples of
collocation versus mis-collocation are frequent enough. But a look at the 'vast hinterland of
collocability' [Barfield 2001] - the area ofmedium-strength collocations - together with an
analysis of typical student writing, reveals a further role for collocation. Students do make
mistakes with collocation; but, perhaps more often, they produce language that is not
'wrong', but perhaps slightly awkward in expression, or very bland, or that does not really
express what they want to say. Greater facility with collocation would help here too. It is not
just a question of'correcting' students' language but ofenhancing it, and it is acquisition of
the frequent, medium-strength collocations that will help most. A sprinkling of idioms and
colourful restricted collocations arejust the icing on the cake.
There is of course a danger in relying too uncritically on corpus data. This arises when the
corpus data is itself skewed in some way: data always needs to be evaluated (and sometimes
rejected) using editorial judgement. For example, among the words most frequently
combining with 'miner' in the BNC are 'redundant', 'unemployed' and 'striking', reflecting
fairly clearly what was a preoccupation of the British media and British society in the early
1990s when much ofthe corpus data was collected. These combinations were not included in
the dictionary and possibly show the limitations of a corpus of material taken from a limited
time period. The limitations ofan individual lexicographer'sjudgement, however, are even
greater. The Oxford Collocations Dictionary lists well over 200 collocations for the word
'word'. It is quite impossible that a lexicographer could have arrived at all these through
intuition alone. Intuition cannot always make up the deficiencies in a too-limited corpus: it
can adjust for imbalance, but not for a lack of material. The LTP Dictionary of Selected
Collocations [Hill & Lewis 1997], ultimately based on the Brown Corpus ofthe 1960s, with
only one million words, amid much material that is sound, also includes such idiosyncratic
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combinations as smouldering suspicion and fritter away the gains. These are certainly not
mis-collocation, but they are not really collocation either. Neither is attested in the BNC, and
they do not readily spring to my mind, although they obviously did to somebody's. A few of
the collocations included in the Oxford Collocations Dictionary have as few as three
citations in the 100 million word BNC: editorial judgement confirmed that they were
significant. The compilers pf what became the LTP dictionary must have been relying on
single citations (or none at all) for some of their collocations. There are also examples of
frequent collocations, which one might expect to find, which their corpus and intuition
between them apparently did not pick up. There are probably examples ofthis in the Oxford
Collocations Dictionary too, but I believe they are much fewer.
The Range of Language Covered
I have already touched on the role of the dictionary as an encoding dictionary for foreign
learners of English and the second question asked when deciding which collocations to
include: might a user ofthis dictionary want to express this idea? This consideration led to a
focus on current English. It was also felt that, for productive use, students were better
concentrating on one variety of English and British English was chosen. Consideration was
also given to the kind oftexts that students might be wishing to write. Primary attention was
given to what might be called 'moderately formal language' - the language of essay and
report writing, and formal letters, treating all subjects at the level of the educated nonspecialist. In addition, the dictionary includes some ofthe most important collocations from
some specialist areas, particularly law and medicine; collocations from popular fiction,
particularly useful in treating more personal subjects such as feelings and relationships;
informal collocations and those very frequent in spoken language; and a few of the most
frequent collocations from British journalism. Technical, informal and journalistic uses are
labelled as such. The 9,000 headwords include most ofthe commonest words in the language
that an upper-intermediate student will already know, plus some words that they will start to
encounter as they move to a more advanced level ofEnglish. The headword list was arrived
at by first taking all the nouns, verbs and adjectives from our intermediate learner's
dictionary, the Oxford Wordpower Dictionary, numbering about 14,000 in all. Somewhat
over half of these were found, upon examination, to have significant collocation patterns.
The remainder ofthe 9,000 were drawn from the OxfordAdvancedLearner's Dictionary and
these tended to be more recent or more technical words: computing is an area particularly
rich in collocation.
Items that were Excluded
The third question that was asked (Would a user look up this entry to find this expression?)
anticipates the whole issue ofhow to present the material once selected. However, it also led
to a number of policy decisions on items that might reasonably be excluded. Chief among
these were most idioms. All in the same boat has nothing whatever to do with boats and it is
inconceivable that any learner, never having met the idiom, would look up 'boat' in the hope
of finding it. Exceptions to this rule are idioms that are only partly idiomatic: drive a hard
bargain is very much about bargaining even if the expression as a whole can be considered
an idiom.
Headwords were limited to nouns, verbs and adjectives, with nouns much the most heavily
represented. Noun collocates were excluded from the verb and adjective entries. When
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framing their ideas, people generally start from a noun. You might think of 'rain' and want
to know which adjective best describes rain when a lot falls in a short time. You would be
unlikely to start with the adjective 'heavy' and wonder what you could describe with it (rain,
breathing, damage, gunfire?). Similarly, you might be looking for the verb for what you do
in response to a 'challenge'. But you would not choose 'meet' and then decide what to meet
(a challenge, an acquaintance, your death, the expense). Some very common words - such as
the verbs 'make' and 'do' - do not merit entries oftheir own. This is because these verbs
have no real collocations oftheir own. They themselves are the collocations oflots ofnouns,
and appear in the entries for those nouns. (There are also two pages of exercises in the
central study section addressing this notorious area ofdifficulty.)
Presentation of Material in the Dictionary
The two problems of the selection and presentation of material were very much
interdependent and were worked on in tandem over a number of years, to the extent that
what was included was partly determined by what it proved possible to show. The final
dictionary is rather more modest in its scope and ambitions than the original conception.
The basic structure of entries is similar to that of the two other English collocations
dictionaries currently available [Benson, Benson & Ilson 1997; Hill & Lewis 1997]. Each
headword is divided into a number of 'slots' according to the part of speech or function of
the collocating word. The basic categories covered are as follows (see Figures 5, 6 and 7):
adjective + noun: brightfharsh/intense/strong light
quantifier + noun: a beam/ray oflight
verb + noun: cast/emit/give/provide/shedlight
noun + verb: light gleams/glows/shines
noun + noun: a light source
preposition + noun: by the light ofthe moon
noun + preposition: the lightfrom the window
adverb + verb: choose carefully
verb + verb: befree to choose
verb + preposition: choose between two things
verb + adjective: •••••••••/declare sth safe
adverb + adjective: safefrom attack
plus short phrases including the headword: the speed of light, pick and choose, safe and
sound
The dictionary is quite literal - even unintelligent - about these slots, so that verb + noun
means 'a verb or verb phrase followed by the noun headword'. This may well be a simple
verb + noun object combination (hold a conversation), but the noun may be the indirect
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light noun
1 brightness
• ADJ. clear, good | bright, harsh, intense, strong |
blinding | full Infull light, you could seeAlison was well
overforty. | bad, dim, faint, feeble, murky, poor, uncertain, weak | subdued | failing We could hardly see the
ball in the failing light. | gentle, pale, soft, watery |
mellow, warm | cold, cool in the cold light ofmorning |
early | artificial | natural | infrared,ultraviolet^/miftai
issensitivetoultraviotetlight | visible
• QUANT, beam, ray | burst, flash, gleam, glimmer
There was a flash of light followed by an explosion. |
patch, pool
• VERB + LIGHT have Have you got enough light for
reading? | generate, produce | cast, emit, give (out),
provide, shed light emitted by a star | be bathed in | be
sensitive to
• LiGHT + VERB gleam, glow, shine | come, fall, pour
Lightfromatalllampfellinapoolonthedesk. | reflect
The light reflecting off the snow was dazzling. | grow
stronger, increase | fade, fail | blind sb, dazzle sb We
weremomentarilyblindedbythelightofthesun. | catch
sth You could see the imperfections in the repair when the
lightcaughtit.
• LiGHT + NOUN level | source | beam
• PREP, against the ~ She heM up the letter against the
light, by the - of They managed to see where the door was
by the light ofthe moon, into the~Bring it into the light
and we'll havea lookat it. in the~ Theplace lookedcalm in
the goMen evening light. | ~from the lightfrom the kitchen window
• PHRASES (at) the speed of light Nothing can travel
faster than thespeed oflight. a point of light, a source of
light The ••• was the only source oflight in the room.
Figure 5: from the Entry for 'light', noun, from the Oxford Collocations Dictionary
ChOOSe verb
• ADV. carefully He chose his words carefully. | freely
They can choosefreelyfrom a wide range ofcourses.
• VERB + CHOOSE be able to, be free to, can You are
free to choose whichever coursesyou want to take.
• PREP, between She had to choose betweengiving up her
job or hiring a nanny, from There are several different
modeh to choosefrom.
• PHRASES pick and choose You have to take anyjob
you can get—you can'tpick and choose.

Figure 6: the Entry for 'choose', verb, from the Oxford Collocations Dictionary
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safe adj.
• VERBS be, feel, seem | become | remain, stay | play
(it) Does good marketing mean pUiying safe (= avoiding
risks) and staying traditional? | make sth, render sth
The army experts made the bomb safe. | keep sth Keep
yourmoneysafebycarryingitinaninsidepocket. | consider sth, declare sth, deem sth The water was not considered safe to drink.
• ADV. all, extremely, really, very Don't worry—he'll be
all safe and snug in the barn. 1 absolutely, completely,
perfectly, quite, totally a completely safe and secure environment for young children | not entirely The wood is
never entirely safefor women on their own. | comparatively, fairly, pretty, reasonably, relatively | enough You
shouldbesafeenough,butdon'tgotoofar. | environmentally She ckiimed that nuclearpower was the most environmentally safeform ofenergy
• PREP, from They were safe from attack, with Your
money will be safe with me.
• PHRASES better safe than sorry, safe and sound
They returnedfrom their adventure safe and sound.
Figure 7: the Entry for 'safe', adjective, from the Oxford Collocations Dictionary
object (deny sb compensation) or there may be an intervening preposition (whoop with
delight; engage sb in conversation). The verb may be in the passive (be considered a
delicacy; be riddled with bullets). The collocations are presented, not in traditional
dictionary citation form, but, as nearly as possible, in the form in which students will want to
use them, with the minimum of transformation required. It may not be possible to bypass
grammar altogether, but the aim is to guide users into the correct grammar as unobtrusively
as possible - preferably without them being aware that this is happening.
Another example of the somewhat cavalier approach to grammar is that we have quite
cheerfully put into the 'adj.' slot items which are actually pre-modifying nouns (tax benefit;
takeover bid), whilst predicative adjectives quite frequently find themselves in the noun +
verb slot (compensation is payable). This is done on the basis that the user is thinking not of
the word but the idea they want to express, which is adjectival, or verbal, even if the
realization ofthat idea is in fact a noun or a predicative adjective.
The organization of the entries goes beyond the level of these quasi-grammatical slots.
Within each slot the collocations are grouped into sub-slots according to meaning (a
bright/intense/piercing/powerful beam) or category (electron/laser/searchlight/torch beam).
This system may be compared to (and was partly inspired by) Meľčukian slots, but with
heavy qualifications. There is no attempt to name or define the sub-slots. Whilst in some
cases it might be easy to do so (for example 'brightness/power' for the first example from
'beam'), in others it is much more difficult. And to apply the same range of sub-slots to all
nouns, for example, is practically impossible in a dictionary of this modest size. It also
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leaves one open to the temptation oftrying to fill all the sub-slots for each word. Just as there
must be grammatically possible utterances that no one has ever uttered, there are
combinations of ideas that no one has ever wanted to express. To ask what the correct
collocation would be in such a case is to miss the point entirely.
Within each sub-slot collocations are listed alphabetically. This was a simplification arrived
at reluctantly, when it was found impossible to indicate the relative frequencies or strengths
of collocations in any meaningful way. Frequency is useful as a blunt instrument (is this a
typical combination or not?) but it cannot be used to make fine distinctions. What students
really need to know is which collocate in a group is most appropriate and this will vary
according to the context. Examples and short notes can help to indicate the most typical
context and any peculiarities in usage. For further information reference will have to be
made to a general learner's dictionary such as the OxfordAdvanced Learner's, which has
space for much fuller information on register, grammar and usage - and, ofcourse, meaning.
Conclusion
The aim of this dictionary is to be a practical tool - not just (or primarily) for applied
linguists, interested in collocation as a phenomenon - but for students of English, or
academics or business people obliged to write in English, who may not be very interested in
the mechanics of the language, but do wish to be able to express themselves elegantly and
precisely in that language. To this end we have designed a dictionary that presents the
required information in as simple and accessible a way as possible, where the theory and
grammar, though (we hope) sound, have been 'pre-digested' so that users do not have to
negotiate them but can proceed directly to what they actually want to say.
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